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**Doctors of Death in Australia:**

**Psychiatrists - The ‘Hyper-Parasitoids’**

‘Lethal at Any Dose’

The Deliberate ‘Malevolent-Menace’ of the Australian ‘Psychiatrist-Pandemic’.

‘For Initia’


There is a truly institutionalised darkest, viral parasitic evil that has most stealthily; crept across all of Australia’s once healthy communities. It is the deliberately fully engineered, horrifically impacting ‘psychiatrist-pandemic’ and it now kills more Australians than all other unnatural causes. This lethal ‘psychiatrist-pandemic’ is a real plague that now kills more than Cancer, Heart-Disease, Road-Deaths, ICE, Heroin, Cocaine and Terrorism.

And tragically it is built on the darkest corruption of human rights laws and the most evil money-empire ever witnessed in human social development. It is the truest evil of government-corrupted transnational and organized and interconnected crime syndicates that now in money terms vastly overshadows any of the mega-evil crime gangs that ever existed such as the Italian-USA Mafia or Japanese Yakuza. The horrific metric establishing this pandemic-plague is the clearest statistically proven and massively high human-caused death and morbidity rates ever known in history, and stealthily growing in every modern western country.

Its raison d’être is not to intentionally kill, but to willfully and knowingly kill; and on-masse; with reckless, moral indifference and with most evil criminal malpractice and negligence. It is highly organized calculated mass-scale heartless killing, and the massive annual death rates are now clearly known and accepted as exponentially increasing. At the time of writing this op-ed, it has grown to a **$60 Billion Australian** mass-death and morbidity psychiatrist racket with no other evil comparison coming near its lethal impact in human history.

Its profound evil is that it has been deliberately engineered to utterly destroy all of the inviolable human rights so proudly cherished and enshrined in international protective covenants established and built up since the barbaric atrocities nations committed upon citizens since World War One and Two.

The pandemic-plague’s spiraling and runaway virulent death and morbidity is caused solely by psychiatrists pushing their specialized direct killing-agents of both injected and prescribed highly-toxic psychotropic drugs, and its intentional deadly design is identical to the deliberately copied-ckoned lethal Hyper-Parasitoids in nature. It’s intentionally and fundamentally engineered with the identical rapacious human upon human parasitic entrapment-goal that is so utterly deadly.

Follow the money; and follow the death rates, the death rates are at global pandemic-plague levels; and they are chillingly deliberate and exponentially increasing.
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The lethality of their deliberately engineered viral parasitic psychotropic drugs killing-agent is also purposely spread through a bogus, pseudo-medical self-appointed coterie of plague-network fraudulent drug-pusher psychiatrists. These frauds can only be classified as 'Hyper-Parasitoids'; deliberate human upon human parasites; they are clones of these lethal destructive cell-destroying organisms medically and financially feeding on their own human-kin organism hosts.

And their malevolent game?

Immediately and deliberately getting their lethal psychotropic-toxins into any vulnerable target host they can, for the sole purpose of utterly weakening the victim and causing permanent incapacitation and complete chemical and massive financial dependence upon the psychotropic drug-pushing psychiatrists. They are truly evil and utterly solely responsible for these massive death rates.

This malevolent menace has three lethal Hyper-Parasitoid branches that work in darkest concert:

1. The utter forgery of a bogus, concocted 'mental-illness', which cannot and has not ever been tested or ever demonstrated it exists at all; IN ANYONE! It is a lie and ALL psychiatrists are blatantly lying about this fully concocted condition! It’s deliberately done to then classify anyone they whimsically choose as having lost their mind. They deliberately classify anyone they choose this way because they then state they MUST accept they have lost their mind and they must take their lethal psychotropic toxic drugs they force their vulnerable victims to take by law. This is utterly horrifying and happens in no other branch of medicine! All civil rights are totally removed, all of them! In law, you become the totally owned property of the psychiatrist! This evil regime is the utter antithesis of ALL cherished human rights fought for and won in human history.

2. The utter forgery of a bogus psychiatric profession, identical to witchdoctors; who fraudulently claim they possess expertise to understand and cure their non-existent, utterly concocted myriad of mental-illnesses they invented and cannot prove exists in any test. The sham-practice cures nobody and solely exists for these ghouls to become a lifelong parasite on targeted vulnerable patient-victims’, draining all life from patients and all their money from their bank accounts. And ultimately killing them.

3. The evil pushing of and hypodermic injecting and orally administering of their own lethally developed Hyper-Parasitoid hyper-toxic psychotropic drugs, deceitfully claimed to cure and rectify the fraudulent, non-existent 'mental-illness' they lie about. It is utter criminal malpractice and negligence and deliberate fraud. And then under these lethal forced Hyper-Parasitoid toxins, you become a fully dependent zombiefied human broken wreck, as your health rapidly declines and you progress towards early death. The lifespan of anyone taking these lethal, toxic psychotropic poisons is agreed as being shortened by 26 years.
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This ‘Unsafe at Any Dose’ psychiatrist pandemic-plague is so lethal, the ‘Designed-In’ direct killing impacts are now ‘officially’ recognised by government; as the third largest killer of Australians; after heart disease and cancer.

But this is a ‘deliberate’ masking of the true statistics, there are legions of direct deaths and morbidity, deliberately concealed, that these toxic psychotropic poisons themselves cause. These deliberately disguised deaths caused by the toxic psychotropic drugs include (but are not limited to) obesity, morbidity, dyslipidemia, hypertension, type 2 diabetes, insulin resistance, impaired glucose regulation, hyperglycaemia, dyslipidemia coronary heart disease and stroke etc. The most evil part of the deliberately organized killing regime of drug-pusher psychiatrists is that these myriad of cited early direct deaths they deliberately cause are reported by Coroners as deaths from the secondary terminal condition (e.g. hyperglycaemia, dyslipidemia coronary heart disease etc.) rather than the psychotropic drug that caused the secondary condition. So there is a willful, deliberate cover-up by both Coroners and government, and the psychiatrists are fully behind this cover-up. Their lobbying power to left and right government conceals their known lethal pandemic-plague impacts.

Apart from heart diseases and diabetes etc. cited, these lethal highly-toxic psychotropic drugs are acknowledged lethal carcinogens directly causing cancer. This is openly stated by their drugs manufacturers themselves; so when all deaths and morbidity is examined, this very deadly ‘psychiatrist-pandemic’ is actually killer No. 1.

When combined, these direct and indirect pandemic-plague deaths and morbidity make psychiatrists the number one lethal killers in Australia, and in human history. It did not just 'happen', it is deliberately malevolently designed, and operates solely for money. Masses of fraudulent racketeering money.

The classic case of this lethal DELIBERATE KILLING is that of Garth Daniels, (as at March 2017) now brought to the brink of death at Prince Charles Hospital Queensland, where rampant out of control psychiatrists have caused renowned Professor Peter Gotzsche to sound lethal international DEATH-RISK alarms for Garth. Professor Gotzsche is (Dr Med Sci MSc (Biology and Chemistry), Specialist in Internal Medicine, Director, Nordic Cochrane Centre, co-founder of the Cochrane Collaboration)

Professor Gotzsche unreservedly states about these immediate death-risks to Garth Daniels (and now reported to Federal and State Health Ministers): QUOTE:

- “There may be a basis for criminal prosecution”
- “Serious medical malpractice may be occurring in Garth’s polypharmacy regime which increases mortality by 50% with the increased risk of sudden cardiac death”
- “This current treatment is a recipe for iatrogenic killing. It could end in state authorized murder”
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Nothing kills as assuredly as drug-pusher psychiatrists, nothing at all. And there is no government strategy whatsoever to deal with these acknowledged and statistically recorded; fully compounding death and mortality impacts.

And the current horrific ‘psychiatrist-pandemic’ death rates have now grown so massively large, that they now even exceed the shocking death rates from Australia’s annual horrendous road traumas. Professor Gøtzsche clearly exposes these global parasitic psychiatric killers. Follow the money, follow the deaths.

However, the profoundly sinister side of this deliberate and organized raging contagion is that cancer, heart and road trauma deaths are utterly accidental, ‘psychiatrist-pandemic’ deaths are ruthlessly and brutally and deliberately and systematically organised. This is a merciless, money-driven, human-organised societal contagion. Follow the money, follow the deaths.

This is a truly widespread ‘psychiatry-pandemic’ and its organized plague impacts are mass-deaths and manufactured debilitating morbidity sicknesses; these are utterly willful truly manufactured and known deliberate horrendous legacies.

As horrific as the evil direct relationship is between these ‘pushed’ psychotropic toxic killing-agents is to the massively compounding death rates and morbidity, it is vastly overshadowed by a profoundly more willful institutional human planning malevolence, that beggars belief.

This is the truly Machiavellian design of the fully institutionalised pseudo-medical and bogus psychiatric regime itself. It’s deliberately engineered to ensure its rapacious money-grubbing pandemic growth as a society-wide cancer has no restraint whatsoever. It is a carefully planned and structured system of deliberately delivering both debilitating sickness and guaranteed immediate and early mass-deaths.

How can a killing pandemic of such magnitude grow so virulent in a once healthy society?

Easily, so very easily; simply because its calculated lethal design, is deliberately based on the identical naturally occurring and unrelenting Hyper-Parasitoid viral cell-destruction killers in nature that result in profound mortality and morbidity rates on their directly targeted vulnerable hosts.

This lethal deliberate killing has its evil roots in German post WW2 Eugenics-Psychiatry and has gotten far more evil with far more deaths since then. The estimates of deaths alone from psychiatrists are estimated by Dr. Peter Gøtzsche Professor of Research Design and Analysis University of Copenhagen and Director of the Nordic Cochrane Centre to be 500,000 per year in Europe/USA alone. That's nine million deliberately killed since the year 2000 and it far exceeds the mass-deaths' murders caused by Adolf Hitler and Cambodia's Pol Pot.
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This is profound industry-scale human upon human parasitism, is no different to the profanest impacts of brutal human slavery and because of its planned sheer universal depth of misery and massive death impacts; it has no viler parallel in human history. It’s absolute death numbers vastly exceed the horrific Nazi Holocaust.

Like all Hyper-Parasitoid viral killers, its deliberate contamination design involves a vulnerable human targeted host-patient to infect; a powerful hypodermically injected and orally administered slow-acting potently debilitating chemical toxin, and a massive prolonged negative cell-destroying DIRECT chemical reaction to the injected toxin. This Hyper-Parasitoid life-sapping result occurs by direct and lifelong reactive cell damage from the introduced highly toxic psychotropic chemical agent drugs pushed solely by psychiatrists.

And massive cellular compromise and total collapse of the host’s immune system and ultimate death is guaranteed. These industrial laboratory produced toxic agents are engineered with admitted massive debilitating immediate direct horrendous effects, causing patients lifelong addiction, psychosis suicides, and triggering acts of murder and violence.

These circuitous, epidemiological ‘psychiatrist-pandemic’ viral killers operate identically to all the naturally Hyper-Parasitoid killers, and it is an identical clone-copy of their most lethally virulent design.

Its lethal design has been purposely manufactured around this deliberately administered regime, of highly immobilizing highly toxic psychotropic chemical agents which its architect-practitioners directly inject by syringe or by administered drugs into all of its unknowing, vulnerable targeted patient-hosts.

The host-patient is emotionally vulnerable, the host is directly targeted, the host is injected-dosed, the host immediately negatively reacts with a consequential internally compromised immune system; the host develops major lifelong addiction and psychosis from the lethal impacts of the injected highly volatile chemical psychotropic toxic agent; the host dies. The unrelenting annual horrific mortality and morbidity is repeated endlessly; reaping $Billions of dollars in salary and endless career progression for the lethal drug-push ing psychiatrist. Follow the money, follow the deaths.

And so, the perfectly engineered lethal Hyper-Parasitoid entrapment market-regime endlessly ticks over, everything sits seamlessly in place to reap the massive potential financial business rewards of this evil racket. And the deaths and morbidity pandemic-plague is the direct result.

The bogus pseudo-medical psychiatrist racketeering frauds have established their perfectly camouflaged luring sham-cure trickery network, to guarantee carefully targeted very vulnerable people experiencing emotional crises are stealthily lured to them; solely for money and career. It is true human upon human pure evil parasitism.
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The fraudulent brain ‘chemical-imbalance’ disease-lie is carefully concocted and massively marketed to infect established medical institutions and faculties who are conned into willingly support the untested, unproven, non-evident bogus-pathology. This fraudulently concocted brain ‘chemical-imbalance’ sham-disease only ever hypothetically existed; and is mercilessly sold-in! It was only ever a ‘marketing’ strategy, never a formally recognized standard ‘alleged’ psychiatric ‘condition’ and is now the greatest massive corporatized medical-fraud industry in history.

The targeted host-patient victim is lured to the bogus pseudo-medical practice regime, innocently believing the psychiatrists can show them the ‘alleged’ disease they’ve been conned into believing that they have. And they are further conned that they will be cured by the bogus fraudulent ‘miracle-drug’ cure that the parasite psychiatrist blatantly lies they have developed. All drug pushing psychiatrists are all unmitigated coldblooded liars pushing a ruthless cell-destroying sinister lethal entrapment toxic agent.

The Hyper-Parasitoid toxic psychotropic poison agent is corporately wholesaled to the psychiatrists’ bogus practitioner’s network for lethal injection and dosing and long-term immobilizing of the unsuspecting targeted host-patient victim. And continuous access by the psychiatrist to the nurturing bank account of the vulnerable immobilized, defrauded target host-patient is secured and guaranteed.

Once the entrapped and Hyper-Parasitoid injected target host-patient is long-term toxically immobilized, the rapid cell-decline and collapse of life begins and the continuous funds transfer process to the psychiatrist’s bank account commences. Everything is perfectly in place; perfectly under control, failsafe and sinister; and ruthlessly government backed and guaranteed by the utterly corrupted mental-health laws the psychiatrists actually wrote giving them total powers over anybody they fraudulently diagnose and forced the government to adopt.

The Hyper-Parasitoid psychiatrist then ruthlessly and continuously preys on the vulnerable host’s life; and bank account. This deliberate human upon human parasitical process continues with the sole aim of continuous salary and career enhancement of the psychiatrist and no regard whatsoever of the vulnerable host victim who is now owned and fully entrapped in a deliberate early death spiral.

Then, the most horrific transmutation occurs to the vulnerable voluntary target host-patient, and it’s identical to an infected parasite-victim caterpillar being unwittingly entwined into a tightly swaddled drug-controlled cocoon in which it cannot move and will never emerge from. The evilest legally ‘enforced-treatment’ regime has deliberately been engineered and built and is ready and waiting. The true malevolence of this lethal model has been globally cloned to perfection; fully designed and engineered solely by evil psychiatrists.
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Even if a vulnerable lured targeted host-patient voluntarily enterers this benign-appearing deadly Venus-Flytrap regime of certain death, there is no escape. It is structured to take absolute control of not just your body with Hyper-Parasitoid toxins, it utterly removes your mind, your being, your ‘self’ and legal human rights with the most draconian regime of corrupt laws it has unethically developed to take ALL decisions from you.

You, are removed from the picture, you are removed from society, you are removed from you; and you are removed from life. You do not legally exist anymore and you are willfully deemed persona non grata to your own personal human rights and sovereignty; the motivation for this consummate evil? Your bank account, your money! An institutionalized psychiatrist-pandemic endless feeding-frenzy has been deliberately engineered against the vulnerable; you are the hapless victim; society is also the victim.

Once the enforced established Hyper-Parasitoid toxic chemical injecting and electro-shock regime is established, the psychiatrist subsumes your legal and human rights essence utterly.

You as the succumbed, weakened targeted host-patient may merely wish to either reduce or cease the fraudulent Hyper-Parasitoid injected ‘sham-cure’ toxins or the electro-shock that has been utterly whimsically ordered by the psychiatrist when you had fully voluntarily entered. You CANNOT!

That wish is utterly annihilated by the consummate corrupted powers the psychiatrist who now has unethically engineered consummate decision-making legal power over ALL voluntary targeted host-patients. You are now utterly legally owned, you have no identity.

The absolute unchallenged regime of legal control and power the psychiatrist is engineered to now be endowed with, then gives it unfettered unethical command to remove your wish to either change or lessen or end ANY facet of the voluntary treatment regime at all. And the unchallengeable powers of the psychiatrist; empowers it to unilaterally issue any enforced control orders against you it fancifully deems fit. And this stroke of its pen whimsically abused power, utterly removes your decision-making for ALL brutal trial and error forced experimental drug treatments conducted upon and against you.

This extends to reducing or ceasing ANY of the vilest toxins or electro-shock that you know are delivering you profound reactive sickness. You CANNOT escape this vilest evil force.

It gets far worse, once the fact that an enforced control order has been unilaterally issued over your existence, you are now utterly owned by the Psychiatrists’ seamless chains of power; the entrapment is consummate.
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You may have entered this evil entrapment regime voluntarily hoping for help with your emotional distress, but now under these whimsically issued enforced control orders; you CANNOT leave. Your freedoms are taken away, you may not reduce or end the enforced toxic chemical drug regime or electro-shock; and you cannot leave the entrapment facility (fraudulently called a hospital) that now utterly imprisons you.

All fundamental rights you once had are extinguished and when you try and genuinely plea for reduction or cessation of any treatments forced upon you that you know are causing massive negative impacts to your health; you are immediately classified on file as ‘aggressive’, ‘resistant’, ‘defiant’. And all cases are the same, this vilest meaningless ‘control’ process of classifying any plea against the potent lethal toxins being forced upon you as ‘defiance’ and an absence of awareness of your ‘alleged’ condition; you are then classified as ‘thought-disordered’.

This legal clinical ‘CONTROL-ORDER’ procedure over your life is conceived, birthed and clone-tinned as another corroborating evil psychiatric corruption. You are then without any crime, charged, tried, convicted, sentenced, imprisoned, and chain-restrained. You are their prisoner and have far less rights than a convicted criminal without having committed any crime at all.

And if you attempt to escalate your plight, the ultimate malevolent act that is then unlawfully forced upon you is that you are without serious criminal incident, ‘whimsically classified’ by any psychiatrist as “a danger or risk to yourself or others” and you are fully incarcerated without appeal. These acts of violence are the most grievous acts of human rights abuses and undertaken daily in ALL western government hospitals. It is state organized crime.

The terminal path is final now, as these heinous power drug-lords take the formal declaration over you on your file that you do not possess the legal capacity for your own ‘informed consent’, for ANY treatment they whimsically order; no matter if you know the severe reaction is killing you.

This empowers them to do whatever they wish to you, including massively increased multiple poly-pharma toxic drug cocktail injections and ingestions with massive debilitating reactions that induces huge psychosis collapses directly from these toxic poisons.

And they then fraudulently slyly report these direct toxic effects from these horrendous poisons as the deteriorated ‘mental-illness’. They are lying charlatans fabricating a non-existent condition, solely resulting from their own evil toxic drugs treatments forced upon you.

The system is so evil there are myriads of cases where utterly unaware people in emotional crisis have voluntarily admitted themselves desperately seeking help and the toxic poisons given them have caused massive immediate sickness and massive deterioration. And they have asked for reductions or drug cessation because they know it’s the toxins making them so unwell, and they state they are leaving.
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They then immediately have a compulsory treatment order placed upon them and they are forcibly detained and forced to take far more toxic drug cocktails and brutal forced electro-shock. This is happening every day in Australia and 7,500 forced drug and electro-shock orders alone are issued in the State of Victoria annually.

The ‘psychiatrist-pandemic’ is now fully institutionalized and immediate and early unnatural mortality rates are utterly guaranteed when compared with the healthy population who don’t touch these highly toxic psychotropic drugs. The comparisons are stark, cruel and proven.

Psychiatrists have built a rapacious pandemic, its hazardous psychotropic toxins alone cause massive lifelong psychosis, massive addictions to these dangerous chemicals; massive lethal direct effect reactions and both immediate and early death. This highly organised sociopathic deliberately designed sickness and death corporatised regime operates solely for massive financial and career gains. It is managed by evil psychiatrists, cures nobody and exists solely to make masses of money.

Like all injected Hyper-Parasitoid inter-cellular transfer killer agents, these lethal highly toxic psychotropic introduced chemical drugs are designed to attack and weaken the targeted host-patient and actually cause the growing overpowering illness which will ultimately kill the host-patient over time. But not before the targeted host-patient’s bank account is fully drained.

Its lethal design is manifestly evil, it has one sole deliberately chemically-engineered function and immediate goal; bring down the animal! Bring down the animal to a chemically controlled subdued zombie state!

These vilest toxins are originally laboratory designed to massively tranquilise any of the wildest raging plain’s animals and they are utterly callously and unethically used on humans with lethal, pandemic killing impacts.

Rather than seek the genuine fundamental underlying stressors causing emotional crises, psychiatrists see all people as potential target hosts-patients to deliver income to themselves and as a first resort, immediately injects and lethally doses them into a zombie state; that leads to massive uncontrollable addictions and early death.

Psychiatrists blatantly lie that a brain chemical imbalance exists, they lie that that their vilest and lethal toxic agent killing chemicals stabilize this; because there is no such thing as a chemical imbalance whatsoever. Due to its utter professional deliberate intent not to provide effective care and support for patients in real emotional crisis, they recklessly inject vulnerable people to instantly bring their entire emotional state to zero.
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This does not mean cure; it means massively reduce the entire normal emotional flows of all feelings to an immediate dead stop. It kills happiness, it kills self-love, it kills passion, it kills creativity, it kills relationships; it kills hope, it kills self-belief; it kills. And the rampant killing intent is deliberate.

These psychiatrists are so evil they have now bogusly classified in their phony Diagnostic Statistical Manual (DSM) that anybody suffering the healthy sadness from normally bereaving the death of a loved one for two weeks is mentally ill. These frauds also until recently, classified normal healthy gay and lesbian couples love and living normally the same evil way.

And their immediate deliberate negligent and malpractice response action? Immediately bring down the animal, bring it down instantly, to a chemically controlled subdued zombie state! Some quack psychiatrists will also instantly concoct a mental-illness and fraudulently try to pin it on your erstwhile author also; for this factual expose of their raging killing numbers; that is how their evil works. It will appear as ‘Journalistic-Exposure-Syndrome’ in the next DSM, if you want to utterly control anything, just bogus-diagnose it!

This claim is not an idle one. It was ruthlessly tried out in the vilest act of attempting to steal proper lawful Guardianship in the aforementioned Garth Daniels case and it was ruthlessly attempted by psychiatrist Andrea walker of the Prince Charles Hospital Brisbane on 8th February 2017. In the attempt to take lawful guardianship from Garth (now vested in his father Bernard Daniels), this ruthless Walker psychiatrist (in a QCAT Hearing she applied for), openly declared in this hearing Bernard lacked capacity and was thought-disordered. This filthy trick pulled by any drug-pusher psychiatrists on patients instantly and utterly removes the patients' legal and human rights and it is a weapon of power and control, nothing less.

The QCAT Member would have NONE of this disgusting behavior and summarily dismissed this loathsome attempt to pseudo-diagnose Bernard across an open room no less, and she fully dismissed the Guardianship application roundly. So watch this space, these evil, loathsome quacks will no doubt attempt this tried and true lethal weapon upon your author; merely for exposing their evil killing regime.

Psychotropic toxic drug takers now die 26 years earlier than the normal population and all suffer from massive direct-effects from these toxic poisons. If they don’t die immediately like many do, their deliberately targeted host-victims die in dragged out utter agony and debilitation. They ISO develop massive addictions to these lethal toxins and die grotesquely diseased from cancer, cardiovascular collapse, diabetes impacts and other massive complications; directly caused by the psychotropic toxin agent itself.
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These toxins are fraudulently pushed as depression and anxiety treatments and fraudulently pushed as curing miracle drugs. Depression and anxiety are not diseases; they are all normal and sometimes acutely severe reactions to normal life crises normal people encounter from normal life pressures. Real disease needs drugs, human crises needs support, care and love.

Highly toxic psychotropic drug pushing rose 1,300% from 1999 to 2008 and these poisonous drugs now outstrip death rates from all illicit drugs combined. The motivation for this entrenched drug-pushing evil is the massive financial returns for all on its insidious pandemic payroll and its damage is further compounded by the utterly unethical incentivizing forces of its corporatized $multi-trillion dollar markets. This evil plague has also massively fully parasitized all government $Multi-trillion health budgets and Australia’s annual Psychiatrist psychotropic drug racket is now $28.6 Billion! And worse, the aggregated burden of this psychiatrist-pushed pandemic-plague of death and morbidity has now reached a staggering $60 Billion dollars per annum in Australia.

The most grotesque malevolence of this profound evil is that psychiatrists actually manufactured phony human diseases conditions that do not even exist; and have never existed; and they fraudulently concocted mental-disorders such as schizophrenia, bipolar, ADHD, etc. and further fraudulently concocted a ‘chemical-imbalance’ of the brain condition. And the scale of this evil quackery has never ever been matched in human history, because it is fraudulently applied to every human on earth who ever has suffered any normal healthy emotional stress. This is a very convenient and deliberately designed lethal diagnostic weapon, because everybody in life has some degree of emotional stress. Everybody.

There has always historically been evil snake-oil bogus schemers operating as fraudulent witchdoctors and medicine-men but all these ancient shameless frauds are a feature of pre-scientific bio-medical understanding. An example is where chant and burning leaf smoke were used to ward off concocted evil death-spirits, when the afflicted person actually had a massive compromised immune system from such things like a malignant tumor. It was so easy to do in those darkest of times. This is the 21st century clone of the same human fear syndrome we as humans all naturally have. And it is extremely exploitable by utterly evil drug-pusher psychiatrists.

This ‘Psychiatrist-Pandemic’ is the most blatant conjuring racket of the same evil human upon unsuspecting human malevolent fraud. These Witchdoctors of Death invented an evil and insidious identical un-diagnosable witchdoctor ‘evil-spirit’ affliction, that doesn’t exist. And is solely driven by profoundest fear. And their want of money!

It is also fully deliberate subterfuge that this bogus ‘mental-disorder’ and ‘chemical imbalance’ lie was concocted, because it cannot, has not, and will not ever be able to be medically tested as existing anywhere.
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These Psychiatrists pushing this blatant lie and bogus drugs as a cure are utterly evil and this tragic farce is nothing but a fundamental criminal propaganda solely for money. At humanity’s expense.

All drug-pusher psychiatrists blatantly and ruthlessly lie by stating that normal emotional crises being experienced by normal people are a mental-disease and/or a biological chemical imbalance in the brain. All of them. There are NO neurobiological factors for ANY mental disorders ever discovered in human history. Ever!

Notice the starkest parallels to the potently successful historical snake-oil charlatans, psychiatrists also concocted and deceitfully developed the dual lie that only the witchdoctor medicine-scammers know what the ‘concocted-affliction’ is; and how to drive it out! The disgusting greater evil with drug-pusher psychiatrists is these blood-sucking ghouls don’t want to ‘drive-out’ their ‘concocted’ affliction; they declare you have it until death and they must treat you with their lethal toxins for life; solely to keep you dependent and under control to siphon your bank account and your life; solely for money.

The roots of this evil charlatanism goes go to the vilest malevolent liars indulging in human upon human parasitism in history when the first post ‘enlightenment’ fraud ‘German physician Johann Christian Reil fabricated ‘psychiatry’ in 1808 as a pseudo—medical profession, literally meaning 'the 'medical treatment of the soul’. It was further manifestly fraudulently hybridized under the bogus phrenological society of Edinburgh in 1820.

These frauds are identical to all of the historical malevolent snake-oil charlatans who concocted ‘evil-spirits’ and used smoke and leaves to lie it drove the spirits out. Reil fabricated ‘psychiatry’, literally concocting the lie that ‘the soul’ exists (citing infected by evil-spirits) and lying that their fraudulent bogus ‘pseudo-medical treatment of the soul’ was possible.

That is the origins of the evil lie that psychiatrists are and it continues today with far more lie upon lie being concocted to push their utterly fraudulent propaganda solely to guarantee their income and lifelong career progressions.

Its most loathsome peddled disinformation is that the person suffering normal emotional crisis from life’s stress has a medical illness they fraudulently concocted in addition to a brain ‘chemical imbalance’

This is the identical, malevolently manufactured fear of the unknown, based and most evil deliberate identical witchdoctor parasitic design.
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This ‘mental-illness’ and ‘chemical imbalance’ fraud is as malevolent an evil black force as all concocted 3rd century charlatanism peddling ‘evil-spirits’; and tragically in this enlightened 21st century it psychiatrists pushing lethal toxic drugs is the same engineered evil design for gain, but vastly more potently destructive. This contemporary delivers more death and morbidity than ever known in human history.

Profound fear of the unknown always sends terror into all human’s hearts, and these 21st century evil charlatan Psychiatrists are lifelong parasites preying on us. They cunningly lie by turning our mere suffering of normal emotional distress into a fraudulent mental-illness and massively profiteering off us as their living vulnerable parasitic hosts.

They contrived the lie that there is a disease, they feign that they have a highly toxic psychotropic drug miracle-cure; and nobody ever gets cured; ever. These fraudulent psychiatrists with their money grubbing lethal drugs and fraudulent electro-shocks are depraved rogue butchering killers; preying on vulnerable people merely dealing with life’s normal difficult pressures.

None of these psychotropic toxins have ever been developed to overcome an existing human testable and demonstrated illness such as a proven vaccine for flu or measles; there is no medical illness at all. The vulnerable patient is merely suffering emotional crisis which global research studies demonstrate are managed so very much better and with outstanding success by loving emotional community and family crisis support regimes.

It has been long ago realized by the greatest of minds that this is the only answer to emotional needs and can be summed up so succinctly by David Rakoff: QUOTE: “I need you to martial your will. There isn’t a purgative, poultice or pill or anything else on the pharmacy shelf that will make you so healthy as much as yourself”.

Like any cell-infecting parasite such as the Hyper-Parasitoids, these fraud psychiatrist architect-practitioners, deliberately operate on their purposely targeted host-patient in this same lethal and calculated opportunistic way.

They first inject single, then a cocktail, of highly toxic psychotropic chemical agents; the worldwide data shows this model always delivers massive negative reactions from the toxin’s direct chemical effects. And then the toxicity of the single or polypharmacy (multi-drugs) cocktails causes massive blood chemical and severe mood reactions in their targeted host-patient.

When massive direct negative reactions to this deadly toxic agent introduced into the blood stream occur and the target-host declines, in almost all cases the psychiatrists do not ever cease the initial toxins that are directly causing the massive destructive reactions; which is showing it just does not work. They fraudulently and blatantly claim the concocted mental-disease is getting worse, they do this to deliberately cover their criminal malpractice and negligence.

*WARNING*
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Incredibly, more and more high-reacting lethal psychotropic toxins are then further immediately and whimsically introduced. This evil fraud is a gigantic criminal medical negligence and malpractice and a full departure from genuine medico-chemical treatment for real diseases such as antibiotics for demonstrable testable real infections such as pneumonia. Such a high-risk highly-toxic medicinal regime interventions should only ever be applied where a real malady such as diabetes or measles etc. that is observable and tested and measured and treated. And where improvement changes to the underlying real medical condition is clearly observed.

These lethal psychotropic toxin regimes are never reduced, they are always increased; and irresponsibly added to in lethal poly-pharma cocktails with utter culpable recklessness.

This wanton and truly evil unconscionable criminal misconduct, negligence and malpractice of psychiatrists defies ALL scientific and respected medical conventions known. It is fraudulent whimsical, unscientific forced human experimentation testing, high-risk experimentation on vulnerable humans. And it is ruthlessly achieved with untested, unproven; high-risk trial and error failing toxic snake-oil regimes.

The ruthless evil is when no improvement whatsoever occurs and great debilitation collapse results these charlatans have the loathsome evil will and regular practice to fraudulently blame the psychotropic drug caused collapse on the concocted condition they fraudulently invented. This evil practice is blatantly criminal and massively immoral.

The result is lifelong debilitating addiction and violent personality and mood breakdown and drug-caused secondary diseases such as cardiovascular collapse, cancer, diabetes, tardive dyskinesia and many others; and always involves sudden and early deaths.

Psychiatrists peddling psychotropic agents and antipsychotic medications directly cause mortality and pandemic levels of morbidity breakdowns of obesity, dyslipidemia, hypertension, type 2 diabetes, insulin resistance, impaired glucose regulation, hyperglycaemia, hypertension, dyslipidemia coronary heart disease and stroke. These frauds are the direct cause.

The highly lethal ‘psychiatrist-pandemic’ is modeled on this exact Hyper-Parasitoid devastating design and operates precisely in this deliberately targeted cell-destroying way. It guarantees prolonged sickness and immediate or early death, - always. The deaths are there, the numbers are in!

This organised market-driven parasitic-host targeting and penetrating network is managed and controlled via a fraudulently constructed pseudo-medical sham profession. And it deliberately uses this fraudulently fabricated and sham pseudo-medical model to seek out its potential host-prey.
*WARNING*
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These deliberately targeted patient-hosts are not sick, and not mentally ill; because mental
illness cannot be shown anywhere on earth by any medical test in any laboratory or in any
society and no medical symptoms whatsoever can ever be tested or demonstrated as existing.
There has never been any greater fraudulent, globally organised evil money-driven lethal Ponzi-
scheme than these bogus drug-pusher psychiatrists.

Once the targeted host-patient is identified by the pseudo psychiatrist-practitioner, it immediately
injects or impregnates its host with mind altering and body numbing highly-toxic chemical drugs
that have massive immediate negative impacts and these ghouls lie that these are side effects;
they are DIRECT affects and massive negative health impacts.

Once inside the host, the agent is a virulent killing chemical Trojan, operating identically to the
injections of larval parasites of Hyper-Parasitoid wasps that lie in prolonged and lethal dormant
readiness inside the host; and it ultimately and over time always; kills its host.

The contagion is a tragic, statistically-factual live, purposefully designed active viral cell killer and
the ‘Psychiatrist-Pandemic’ now delivers massive annual death rates from its main (but not sole)
weapon of choice; pushed lethal, toxic drugs.

Lethal electro-shock stun-gun brain-cell destroying voltages are another vile weapon-of-choice
for these scam psychiatrists. They use this dangerous and destructive unproven experimental
bogus equipment to deliver massive voltage jolts to deliver collapsed central and autonomic
nervous systems by destructive convulsive spasms to our most delicate vital organ. Our self-
loving, creative, self-nurturing brain. There is no more destructive weapon then electro-shock to
utterly immobilize a person.

And these utterly ‘experimental’ weapons are force-used in Australia in full violation of all legal
obligations signed under the U.N. Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD),
viz: Article 15. 1. "In particular, no one shall be subjected without his or her free consent to
medical or scientific experimentation". Electro-shock is universally agreed as experimental and
shows MRI proven cell-damage and delivers massive memory loss. People’s treasured past
memories of years of family history and loving relationships are utterly obliterated, destroyed;
gone forever.

Once the targeted and subcutaneously injected host-patients is infected with the psychotropic
toxins, the reason for the targeting; the siphoning of nutrients (money) for the parasitic
psychiatrist, immediately begins. And the targeted host-patient is utterly compromised and
immediately develops a massive addiction to these psychotropic poisons. This is the first
deliberately calculated step of the psychiatrist for the lethal total dependency being established.
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The targeted host-patient then becomes utterly life-dependent upon the parasitizing scam psychiatrist, because this parasite is the sole pusher of these toxic harmful killer drugs. The sole aim of the psychiatrist is to peddle psychotropic toxins to make the host-patient utterly fully dependent for ongoing addictive drugs supply and ongoing siphoning of nutrient (money), for the sole financial betterment of the psychiatrist. Full psychotropic drug elimination and detoxification should be the automatic sole aim and purpose and tragically it never is; full parasitic dependency is.

Because these toxins are so potent, any lessening at all of the injected doses itself cause immediate debilitating and crushing direct reactions and the most sinister aspect of this event is the reaction is fraudulently stated in treatment reports as neurotic, psychotic behavior or aberrant conduct. It is never stated as what it actually is; massive reactions to highly toxic psychotropic poisons in the blood. These vile highly-toxic psychotropic animal tranquilizers cause direct and massive psychosis.

There is one single narrow and very dangerous line of treatment these vilest drug-pusher psychiatrists always take; it never varies; ever. It is massive and immediate chemical tranquilization, with the same toxic chemicals used to bring down wildest plains animals; they are the same lethal toxins. Even small doses are massively reactive and highly toxic with immediate impacts.

These psychiatrists merely observe altering mood in a targeted host-patient and see vulnerable people normally reacting to normal (sometimes immense) life pressures with varying emotional changes in mood. Of course mood changes always normally result from life’s very high pressures and we vulnerable souls react with depression, agitation, tension, distress, anxiety.

That is healthy and normal survival reaction and it helps us deal with the underlying crisis event over time with proper loving supports. Some have no support and the reactions can be far more impacting. Enter the dark evil psychiatrist Witchdoctors.

This fraudulent Witchdoctoring is fully engineered by humans and tragically it deliberately feeds off a living, fully nurturing host; other humans. It is deliberately designed to operate as an infectious agent that replicates only inside the living cells of other organisms; and pandemically kills.

But the most disturbing part of this resultant viral ‘psychiatrist-pandemic’ is, it is a most sinister and deliberate design directly from darkest human minds.

*WARNING*
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Naturally occurring biological parasites merely randomly find hosts to feed off, in their indiscriminate journeys to seek their cell-replicating killing potency; they are merely opportunistic chance killers on a meandering path. This psychiatrist parasite actually has the lethal potency to stealthily deliberately manufacture its own vulnerable fully nurturing directly debilitated host to feed off; and the feed and nurture it sucks is money. It creates its own massively compromised and chemically weakened host with the identical technique the Hyper-Parasitoids so willfully deploy. A poison chemical tranquilizer.

The Psychiatrist doesn't just randomly find its hosts, it manufactures its hosts, and keeps it weakened and continually utterly comprised to siphon an endless and unbroken money flow from its bank account.

The structured way it does this is by also deliberately designing a pseudo-medical sham profession that grows legions of architect-practitioner Witchdoctors networks to push highly-toxic poisonous psychotropic drugs into its initially medically healthy host victims.

The gluttonous self-nurture feeding it engorges itself upon is money, patient-hosts’ money, masses of it. There is no greater source of self-staining bloodsucking parasitical nurture than national health budgets, it directly provides $Trillions globally for salaries and career progressions of legions of payroll parasitic psychiatrist employees, who agree to do whatever it takes to keep their salaries rolling in and growing. At targeted host-patient expense.

The real host is society itself, you and me; we daily pay these legions of parasitical employees who agree to do whatever it takes to build the contagion of dependency; if they don’t do this, they lose their job. This is a compelling, bleak, darkest killing and harming force that seeks to deliberately compromise ethics, morality, principles and inviolable human rights.

Once employed in the gluttonous feeding frenzy that this massively nurturing viral 'psychiatrist-pandemic' is, these parasitical employees become their own survival source; they become part of it, they become it; they are on its payroll. Their unquestioning willingness to do whatever its designers demand to ensure the feeding frenzy not only continues but grows; is absolute. Because it also feeds them their evil careers and salaries in misery.

The intent is not to deliberately kill and maim, the intent is to deliberately and recklessly continue the ‘psychiatrist-pandemic’ unabated. The growing killing and massive harm rates occurring directly from criminal negligence and malpractice of the architect-practitioner psychiatrist Witchdoctors of this ghoulish craft is hellish. Look at the sheer plague-level killing numbers, follow the deaths and morbidity; follow the money!
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The in-tandem criminal negligence and malpractice is consummate with the total planning and ignoring of the horrific community killing and harm impacts. This is engineered with coldest indifference to injuries and cover-up rear guard actions include full control measures to conceal the scale of the harm and community wide damage. These ghouls not only have the power to whimsically declare anyone has “no capacity” to understand the bogus sham concocted diagnosis whimsically slapped on them to force them to take the lethal toxins forced upon them, these criminals have absolute powers to refuse to open the files to the victim and have powers to fully redact any information that indicts their criminal treatment. This heinous cover up should NEVER be allowed and the full file must be disclosed to any patient.

Horrifically, this psychiatrist-driven contagion is the leading non-fatal community disease burden, and now at 24% of total diseases; is a true manufactured ‘psychiatrist-pandemic’ of unimaginable proportions. It is a massive, deliberately designed drug-abuse based pandemic led by psychiatrists in deliberate criminal financial self-interest collusions with dangerous toxic psychotropic drug manufacturers. But it is fundamentally led by psychiatrists.

Both illicit and prescribed mind altering toxic drugs are harmless in themselves, they just sit silently in a lethal syringe or in a cardboard box on a shelf; waiting to kill and maim. And forced electro-shock is harmless unless switch on by a psychiatrist parasite.

All of these psychotropic toxic poisons MUST be drug-pushed, by an organised bogus practitioner fraud network and both the toxins and the charlatan bogus practitioner markets are furtively promoted. The massive financial and career rewards derived from highly organised racketeering and pushing of these high-impact toxic psychotropic prescribed poisons on unsuspecting victims is solely where the evil lies.

And the highly toxic prescribed psychiatrist drug-pusher network utterly eclipses the damage done from any/all criminal illicit drugs like heroin or ICE networks by orders of magnitudes in sheer numbers impacted alone. Nothing compares with this industrialised killing evil and it is further massively compounded by a profound depth of widespread secondary and tertiary related societal deaths and disease harms.

This ‘psychiatrist-pandemic’ is pure manufactured industrial-scale killing and maiming for life; and the architect-practitioner Witchdoctors are all on the payroll and are all fully organized; ruthless criminals. Their ruthlessness is self-evident because they are fully financially rewarded for both the massive increases in destructive prescribed drugs they are pushing and their parasitic involvement and reward in its wake aftermath of the spiraling death rates and industrial-scale hospitalization of its unknowing target-host victims.

Its vilest impacts are in the horrific and legally unchallengeable brutally forced treatments regimes it has stealthily designed. These wickedest structures guarantee its unknowing victims’ legal and human rights to refuse these destructive forces are malevolently utterly obliterated.
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The impenetrable incarcerating and restraining and repelling impermeable barriers its evil architects have covertly constructed beggars belief. There has been the most evil concerted interplay among the darkest minds of actors in this vilest trade to have immediate shutdown of all legal rights, all human rights, all lawful powers of attorney and all appeal rights of any targeted host-patient victims that were once protected under all the fundamental rule of law doctrines developed since Magna Carta.

Not only are the most brutal and heinous torture practices of the blood-curdling 18th century Dickensian asylum system still chillingly unleashed upon the massively weakened targeted host-patient victim, all fair and reasonable avenues of lawful appeal against these wicked tortures have been artfully blocked and removed. By psychiatrists!

There is no lawful power of any citizen to legally call out any action of any psychiatrist undertaking any whimsical act, behavior, treatment, individually chosen and decreed as fitting. And no established Mental Health Tribunal (MHT) convened to examine forced treatment orders ever allows public examination of psychiatrist’s actions, or underlying reasons for the whimsical actions unilaterally chosen. There are no standards applied, it’s person-discretionary and gives unchallenged powers over all fundamental human rights laws of ANY patients.

The full ‘not-insane’ burden of proof rests solely upon the targeted host-patient victim; which is utterly anathema to both natural justice and the administration of justice.

If any MHT hearing is allowed, none of the legal safeguards of all Magistrates, Supreme or High Courts apply, no cross-examination of ‘alleged’ evidence of psychiatrists’ stated and lying chain of events are counterenced; their mere word is unchallengeable. No discussion on their account of any event is examined, no onus of proof exists to force psychiatrists to demonstrate their statements of events occurring or actions taken were warranted or even factual.

And this abomination of evil total control and obliteraton of fundamental democratic freedoms flows right down the lowest level of the ‘system’s chain of command. Any lowest level employee dealing with any targeted host-patient victim of this bleakest systemic farce has human-rights abusing powers far exceeding any elected parliamentarian even up to government ministers.

The ‘system’s files on any targeted host-patient victim anywhere are replete with single line, destructive and chilling glib written and spoken phrases, carrying immensely destructive imbedded and absolute demonizing powers over the targeted host-patient victim.

These wickedest, condemning judgmental controls used are pat, jargonistic deliberately ‘condition-classifying’ destructive labels such as “patient is aggressive”, “non-compliant” “resistant” “defiant” “insolent” “rebellious” and “anti-social”; there is a countless arsenal of these utterly destructive condemning phrases deliberately used.
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It is a system of absolute control, coercion under duress and rigid unquestionable authoritarianism; constantly conditioning very vulnerable targeted host-patient victims. In fact the 'Non-Compliant' classification was invented by the GlaxoSmithKline corporation itself to DEMONISE ANYBODY who had IMMEDIATE direct lethal impacts from their psychototropic toxins. In the landmark $3Billion FRAUD lawsuit settlement against them, they used this vile control against vulnerable children suiciding from their hideous poisons!

Even if a vulnerable targeted host-patient tries to honestly explain that the vile electro-shock current jolts and toxic psychotropic poisons are making them lethally severely ill and they want them reduced, their pleas for reduction or detox are written down as aggression and they are judged treatment-resistant. This vilest enforced evil happens nowhere else in any of the real respected medical practices and under real medical conventions morally and ethically observed.

Tragically any examination of any file anywhere shows the lowest level employee deliberately and systematically ruthlessly deploys these rote-learned shallow demonizing and destructive phases at whim. They are deliberate weapons of administrative power abuse and control over anybody chosen to be controlled. And they are applied at any time to any event on any day or night to fraudulently and endlessly build up a ‘lying-dossier' reinforcing guilt, of the targeted host-patient victim and reinforcing absolute power over them.

It is the identical classifying process used against any of the most brutal criminals of any penal system anywhere, reinforcing absolute obedience to authority, where every whimsical decision is unchallengeable authority. They then have you; you are owned; by them; for money and their continuous salary and evil career progressions.

They then trap you into a toxic drug dependency that fills their bank account and empties your life goodness. Once they have trapped you they then use 'THE-SYSTEM, every day on every patient in the identical way; their deliberately engineered and malevolently practiced craft is consummate evil power and human rights abuse.

They force you to be an involuntary patient merely by their whimsical say so and if you even try and plead to withdraw from the toxins that you know so well are killing you, to complete their unassailable entrapment; they take TOTAL control of your essence, your life.

They have massive unfettered powers to capriciously merely state: "You have not engaged with your community treatment order and have not kept appointments with your clinical team. You indicate a deterioration in your mental health with enduring paranoia and you are lacking insight into your illness. You have not been compliant with your prescribed antipsychotic medication. For the above reasons we are led to believe that your mental health has deteriorated putting yourself and others at risk of further deterioration and harm".
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They then upgrade the toxic drugs to a Poly-pharmaceutical cocktail that will ZOMBIEFY you AND kill you. These ghouls are not professionals, they are lethal, state protected parasites, who do this solely for money and career.

This most sinister, deeply corrupting power to utterly remove all human and legal rights of the entrapped targeted host-patient victim is consummately engineered and the Hyper-Parasitoid regime can only turn into a destructive lethal pandemic-plague of entrapment, misery lifelong addiction and death; and it has; this is happening now. Follow the money, follow the death rates.

It cannot fail, and mass-scale misery and pandemic growth must result and it has; with death-rates now eclipsing anything in any plagues of contemporary events or even in human history. The lethally cloned psychiatrist Hyper-Parasitoid wasp-model is fully engineered and the guaranteed long-term pandemic infection of society is happening identically everywhere.

The horrific absolute power abuse of this whimsical control weaponry knows no bounds and I witnessed it brutally deployed as a divisive weapon from these lowest level payroll employees in a public Supreme Court hearing Court 4 on March 17, 2016. The hearing was a habeas corpus writ to stop forced treatment and the targeted host-patient victim used the writ to present himself and to request cessation of a repeated forced electric shock seizure-inducing regime that was causing him massive sickness. And in evidence he submitted he had profound trepidation that it would kill him; and this was corroborated by two independent external non drug-pusher psychiatrists.

These low level employees brought the targeted host-patient victim from their clinic and didn’t even ‘get’ the facts that their odious whimsical deployment of this vile power-abuse language weaponry did not extend outside their brutal clinical regime where they exercised unquestioned and unchallengeable power.

The father of the targeted host-patient victim merely quite lovingly took his son’s hand to represent him in Court 4 and the low level controller employees brutally intervened and stated to the father/guardian “he comes with and he sits with us”. It was brutal, it was vulgar and it was weaponry.

The father/guardian merely politely reminded these ghouls he was his sons’ father and guardian as well as his Power Of Attorney and this was a legal hearing not a clinic and he told them his son would sit beside him. I witnessed them ruthlessly in a full confrontational statement, state "you are being aggressive"! This is the standard pat, brutal psychiatrist attack! Any questioning of any psychiatrist industry decision is immediately classified as ‘aggressive behaviour’. It’s used to condemn and it’s uttered with ruthless abandon whenever they want total obedience to them.
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These people were so used to their vile power-abuse language weaponry they had not the slightest intellectual capacity to know that this right to sit with your family is legally correct. But what made their dull automatic deployment of such demonizing phraseology so inept was, they had no idea whatsoever the hearing was convened by the targeted host-patient victim who was legally opposing them and their treatment of him in this case.

They were such dullards they thought they have supreme unquestioning power over their un-convicted and non-criminal charges anywhere. It was a brutal attempt at forcing him to sit with them constantly fully under their control and their mind-game evil manipulation; it utterly beggars-belief.

There has been deliberately developed a systematic massive power bias against any targeted host-patient victim so afflicted by this evil system, and all legal and human rights are subsumed without any recourse whatsoever normally available under standardized lawful jurisdictional statutory codes and conventions.

The most alarming and odious thing about these farcical MHT hearings is, if any fraudulent declaration at all that is made by any psychiatrist or lower level employee on the payroll; the full burden of proof rests upon the accused targeted host-patient victim to prove it is not so, as whimsically stated. Examine any file of any targeted host-patient victim of this heinous system and it is widespread profligate lying with bland unchallengeable judgmental statements designed to ‘demonstrate’ non-compliance. And to utterly judgmentally demonise anyone that questions anything.

And far, far worse, any attempt whatsoever for any targeted host-patient victim to gain access to any element of criminally negligent or medically corrupted malpractice treatment unleashed is utterly blocked. These utterly corrupt abusers do this by the whimsically unethical power of using ‘privacy’ law to block ANY examination of any element of any treatment they chose to declare as ‘forbidden’ from any analysis.

Tragically this is solely done to hide, obscure and conceal their criminal negligence, their unconscionable unethical conduct and their unchecked criminal malpractice. Nobody outside of the ‘psychiatrist-pandemic’ industry of death and morbidity has these heinous unjust protections against reasonable scrutiny; nobody!

Because this colluding clinical coterie of lower down fraudulently titled ‘alleged’ para-professionals are also on the payroll; their brutal direct involvement and indifference to the mass-scale harms they inflict is truly shocking.
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The deliberate organizational design structure these fiends cooperate under is the identical evil model that allowed the Nazi dictators to declare in written statute law that ANY actions taken by its evil practitioners were lawful. And they allowed all government officials widespread dispensing of rapacious evil in the guise of sound government; it is the identical business and operating model.

The unsuspecting drug-dependent client base they have stealthily forced into lifelong addiction to their pushed highly toxic psychotropic poisons are ruthlessly and unknowingly coerced by a viler drug cartel network than illicit Heroin, Crack-cocaine or Methamphetamine-Ice pushers.

This has been cleverly organised with lies, subterfuge, and ethical corruption, where they have been deliberately and actively fraudulently marketing these killing high-toxins as healing miracle drugs by their deceitful psychiatric sales representatives. These are blatant lies, their drugs treat no proven pathogens whatsoever, cure nobody and kill on-masse and maim and raise addiction rates far in excess of any illicit drugs.

This is fraud and its killing and harm impacts eclipses any other major deliberate socio-pathological or natural plague destruction in history. It is fully-fathomable sociocide with massively high mortality/morbidity rates and leaving large levels of society dead, lethally wounded and utterly addicted.

Why? Because 0.5% (1 in 200 people), of all populations are psychopathic, not premeditated killers but people who have no normal emotional feelings. They don't experience normal love, empathy or any care for others; they both kiss and kill without conscience and they are all around us. They are in all fields and not dangerous in normal professions such as accounting, but in medical professions justify ANY level of activity with negative impacts; and they are ruthlessly lethal in psychiatrists' circles of violence. Solely for money and career.

It allows their psychopathic mind to dissociate and distance their beghaviour from its massive negative impacts. And when they get massive financial rewards for this grossly risky human experimentation behavior, it fully compromises their fundamental ethical bases. And infects their entire professional ranks who reinforce the behavior for the monumental financial rewards and career that are reaped from fully corrupting $Multi-Billion health budgets.

No emerging 21st century pandemic killing plague impact that now exceeds cancer or heart disease or road trauma deaths (as now occurring directly from these fraudulently peddled highly toxic -poisons), CAN EVER be reconciled as anything other than a deliberate sociocidal pandemic.
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This is tangibly and statistically verified by direct-causal death-rates, and psychotropic-drug impacts of suicides, murders, violence, and lifelong psychiatrist-inflicted illnesses. The root causes are psychiatrist architect-practitioners, deliberately criminally pushing high-impact toxic lethal psychotropic toxins on its unknowing and unsuspecting victims.

This is a deliberate highly-toxic psychotropic drug pushing mass pandemic and fully underwritten by the vilest pseudo-medical, pseudo-professional sham-practices that have infiltrated and hijacked all of our fundamental societal protective institutions. It has no equivalence evil in contemporary human social history.

This formidable, fully human-engineered true contagion is deliberately designed without any examination or review of its ongoing massive negative societal impacts whatsoever and it does what it wants; utterly unchallenged.

Its widespread direct impact devastation is not critically examined in any way whatsoever, because its architects of stealth mastery, have now fully financially and unethically, totally corrupted all governmental, legal-judicial, scientific, tertiary and medico-ethical institutions which might examine and halt its contagion. In fact, most are on the payroll; they all make money and careers on its continued destruction; right up to corrupt Supreme Court judges.

This includes but is not limited to university faculty and research schools, political and governmental health departments and oversight commission statutory authorities and legal-judicial institutions. These are our institutions which solely exist to stop such rampant unethical malpractice and negligence and financial corruption and they have all been fully financially and ethically hijacked, corrupted and compromised.

The psychiatrist architect-practitioners of this evil trade in misery have deliberately and cunningly fully corrupted these protective institutions solely to shelter their ongoing evil mass-revenue earning capability and culpability when these institutions exist solely to protect our good functioning society from attack from within. And because of the power of these heinous evil players, the pandemic’s design and rapacious contagion rate is guaranteed as successfully absolute.

Any past human intervention in any real medical pandemic threat not delivering a major and immediate disruption, slowing or cessation of the pandemic’s rapacious penetration and/or reversing its rampant proliferation; would have authorities instantly shut it down as a negative, costly failed response!

The Ebola response is a perfect example, and yet this ‘psychiatrist-pandemic’ contagion deliberately and stealthily and easily evades this crucial scrutiny; via direct political lobbying and institutional unethical market corruption.
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And the most sinister facet of this deliberate contagion is that it is not a medical pandemic at all, its causes are not biological, it is a fully engineered human upon human parasitic plague; fully deliberately designed, developed planned and distributed by its most evil dark architect-practitioners, for personal wealth generation. It is an utterly concocted lie and has legions of professional psychiatrist parasites in its financial revenue earning networks and on its direct and indirect aftermath payroll.

This massively impacting deliberate ‘psychiatrist-pandemic’ is order of magnitude more catastrophic than Ebola; because it is deliberately human-engineered evil. And its money fed viral infectious mechanisms not only have no anti-viral resistance or hope of cure, its architects are profoundly directly responsible for its deliberate design and continuing increasing parabolic rapacious viral infection rates! The psychiatrist architect-practitioners themselves are the spawners and spreaders of the growing contagion.

This surreptitious deliberate virulent design is identical to any contagion that can clone cells which disguises its viral potency to its host; giving it benign appearance when it in fact is a Trojan viral carrier that makes it almost unstoppable. Similar to Mistletoes it attaches to and penetrates the host, absorbing financial nutrients from its host. It infects and reduces healthy societal growth and stunts and commonly kills the full numerical distal portion, which is the inflicted targeted host-patient victims it grows upon; and left unaddressed it will kill the entire host.

It is voraciously driven by money and greed, and its toxic psychotropics brutally delivers nothing other than death, sickness, suicide, violence, social isolation, family destruction and heartbreak. It is a heartlessly compounding social pathogen itself of unwitnessed prior scale and an active sociological agent that causes mass scale death, disease and illness to its unknowing host. It is a $Multi-trillion dollar corruption driven disease from within society itself.

Merely by the sheer current horrendous numbers it impacts in our communities, this evil ‘psychiatrist-pandemic’ fully eclipses the societal damage from the nineteenth century mass asylum-prisons that unlawfully condemned marginalized souls to brutal enforced dungeons and physical chained restraints; until early death.

Its enormous community-wide destructive harms, exponentially grow daily, and this stealthily engineered psychiatrist-pandemic is so virulent now, its community harm merely from just one of its major key penetrative death levers has now steadily ‘OFICIALLY STATED’ to have grown to the third biggest killer of Australians after cancer and heart disease. But full statistical analysis proves it is killer number one. This single evil death-lever killer is lawfully prescribed, highly toxic psychotropic poisonous drugs; and there are so many other fraud-practice death-levers used in this industrial contagion plan.
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Its darkest architects have deliberately designed a very simple highest-impact business model so ingenuous and easily scaled to mass-impact penetration; it has effortlessly been deliberately raised to pandemic contagion levels by them. And it is rampant because it is driven solely by covetous self-interest financial market forces that globally delivers $Trillions in mas-wealth to its architects and parasitic fraudulent practitioners.

Its fundamental infection capability deliberately elevating it to human upon human contagion with rampant toxicity, is the pseudo-professional psychiatric practitioners themselves. It is the consummate fraudulent human impact Ponzi scheme because time is its enemy. Its rapacious and unrelenting infection growth rate path means it ultimately will diagnose 100% of society as mentally ill – ‘insane’; and with no asylum keepers left standing.

And these toxic direct harmful effects of these lethal psychotropic poisons are fully admitted by the toxic-poison manufacturers themselves. Worse, these psychotropic poisonous toxins all fail all scientific testing for use efficacy and are always fraudulently and most frequently forcefully administered without legally obliged informed consent. Moreover, trial after trial shows harmless placebos comfort unsuspecting targeted host-patients giving the same initial lift in spirits; with no side-effects or lethal addictions that will kill the user.

Apart from the immediate potent direct effects on humans, these toxic drug manufacturers fully admit their poisons cause death, suicide, violence, rapid weight-gain with diabetic impacts, crushing tardive dyskinesia etc. And these toxic psychotropic poisons utterly fail all scientific analysis of peer review efficacy and are shown to fail because randomized blinded trials repeatedly show their claims as stated fully collapse under placebo comparison.

They do not work, they do not cure and they kill, they lifelong maim unsuspecting normal people who are merely suffering normal emotional life distress or crises, and who have never had a biomedical condition. And they are destroyed by these psychotropic toxins peddled by the ‘psychiatrist-pandemic’ architect drug-pushers.

The negative impacts of these psychotropic toxic poisons are so insidious that their highly addictive powers are so instantaneously acting on brain functioning, the brain goes into immediate hyper-drive to survive-react to their massive chemical impacts. The brain sees these mass-toxins as an immediate survival threat to normal functioning and builds up and releases massive chemical and electro-synaptic responses just to deal with the incredible assailing impact on cells and tissue and chemical flow and normal healthy synaptic response functioning.
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As a direct result, just to survive the massive chemical onslaught, the brain establishes a natural regime to try to function against the toxin onslaught and this sets up an addiction process so profound that if the artificially introduced chemical intrusions are over time slightly reduced or interrupted there are lethal impacts. The brain has a massive reaction to the suddenness of the toxin flow and this causes colossal consequential functional collapse from withdrawal. Consequently, the initial administration of these toxins themselves directly causes psychosis, depression, aberrant behavior and so does ANY abrupt alteration to their lethal dosages.

The most heinous practice that takes place by these shadowy psychiatrist Ghouls of Death is they regularly and systematically adjust the psychotropic toxins so frequently the compounding chemical upon chemical impacts are profound and are so very mortally destructive. These toxins are mass killing agents deliberately introduced and peddled by legions of money-grubbing drug pushers!

These ghoulish psychiatrists see immediate deterioration from the toxic regime they deliberately administer and rather than report it as a catastrophic failure to improve or cure the fictitious ‘concocted’ phony diagnosis, they immediately compound the violent reaction by introducing additional toxic psychotropic poisons on a ‘human-experimentation’ basis. An unscientific trial and error (suck it and see) process model as cruelly used on caged lab-rat animals with no acceptance of the massive growing destruction they directly cause.

And the most profound criminal behavior in this gross pseudo-medical criminal sham malpractice is that not at any time does the scam practitioner EVER admit the lab-rat psychotropic toxin ruthlessly used under negligent trial and error experimentation is a failure. These evil architects fraudulently continually diagnose the patient as treatment-resistant and immediately commence another toxin type under grossly unscientific trial and error whimsical sham practice. Blame the patient, it allows the hyper-parasitoid process to continue unchecked and conceals their ruthless criminal negligence.

The deeply disturbing and profound anomalous impact of this heinous practice is, these ghouls directly manufacture illness, manufacture psychosis, manufacture pandemic systemic, organized, planned, executed killing, and abuse and torture of humanity. They themselves as fraudulent and utterly bogus pseudo-medical practitioners are the pandemic infliction.

Because of the sheer current and ongoing monumental volumes of death, suicide, murder violence, sickness, and emotional trauma, directly caused by the ‘psychiatrist-pandemic’ it is numerically far more deeply destructive and far more stealthily entrenched than the past historical vilest Nazi killing regimes across all of Europe. And its massively compounding impacts continually directly causes untold misery throughout all stratas of our society.
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Its ghoulish architects and legions of practitioners have stealthily engineered gangs of sham self-appointed, self-titled ‘self-alleged’ so-called self-professed professional medical experts and they have utterly hijacked and usurped all of our medical and scientific authorities’ powers to regulate and control their absence of ethics and rampant negative impacts. And they have utterly corrupted all of our political, statutory-commission and judicial institutions’ powers to stop this unethical and financially driven rampant corruption.

There is no bigger $Multi-Trillion dollar market-dominant utterly fraudulent evil force than this psychiatrist-Big-Pharma Industrial Complex racket that continually infects whole societies and its impacts are now truly globally mass-pandemic.

The ‘psychiatrist-pandemic’ is not an ‘out of control’ killing monolith; it is an ‘in control’ killing monolith and in its unrelenting wake, it has by clever political infiltration, stomped on all of our fundamental medical, political, legislative and statutory enforcement structures that regulate truly institutional evil.

It has surreptitiously done this by infiltrating all medico-tertiary bodies to fraudulently concoct pseudo-scientific, pseudo-medical sham-professional fraternities and it has cleverly concocted powers to control and subvert standards of ethics and political and judicial oversight of its evil practices.

This infiltration is so profound and so complete that as already stated, its lowest level practitioners have far more legal powers over your fundamental democratic rights than any normal and real medical practitioner.

But ominously far worse; and by sinister infiltration of legal and judicial institutions they have far more power than any of our highest elected political representatives; and tragically these powers even far exceed those of elected Ministerial Members of state and federal governments. This is a consummate societal cancer, a consummate contagion and it is in full control of its money-gouging destiny, it is winning and it is growing rampantly. And it must be stopped immediately.

This contagion has many more direct evil levers than toxic psychotropic drugs, deliberately designed to jointly work in unison withal other evil levers and triggers to fully infect its prey on both the marginalized and anybody that may be emotionally vulnerable in society. And this includes all of us. And its stealthily politically organised protections from analysis, scrutiny, review and regulation are profound.

These evil doers have unsurprisingly cleverly strategized and built a fully shielding reinforced phony institutional protective bunker for themselves to thwart any interference whatsoever to their colossal viral growth, and they have done this through decades of legal, political, medical, ethical and financial lobbying corruption.
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It is a consummate parasitic plague on society itself, fed and nurtured by massive global commercial market structures that deliver $trillions of dollars to its architect-practitioners at the horrific tragic expense of good peoples’ lives.

The $trillions of dollars are fraudulently annually siphoned off massive health department budgets under pseudo-medical practices that have no scientific or bio-medical foundation whatsoever. They have manufactured disease that does not exist and they have manufactured fraudulent deliberately structured lifelong impairing treatments without any cure. These psychiatrist Ghouls of Death are not deluded, they are truly evil humans.

The vilest killing machine that is the utterly discredited tobacco corporate killing apparatus, cannot hold a candle to these infamous fiends. Big tobacco just blatantly lied that carcinogenic smoke was not harmful.

These vile ‘psychiatrist-pandemic’ liars invented non-existent disease, labeled it a phony mental-illness and brain chemical imbalance that cannot be tested anywhere as a pathology, (such as a tumour) and they developed a plethora of highly toxic psychotropic drugs that cure nothing and directly cause psychosis, depression, suicide, murder, violence, tardive dyskinesia, mass-weight gain diabetes and utterly zombiefy their victims for life. And they fraudulently sell it as a profession, it is lethally bogus.

The evil of the design gets worse, these dark sham practitioners actually lie to their unsuspecting victims that they have a lifelong chemical neural imbalance and that toxic cocktails of poisons they push and get paid for pushing are their only salvation. The targeted parasite-host-patient victims are routinely told they have a lifelong disease and must be treated for life by the parasite’s toxins SOLD to them!

These psychiatrists are cruel, parasitic vultures, feeding off good souls they deliberately turn into living siphoning carrion; for their own long-term careers and income.

It is the greatest pseudo-medical market fraudulent pure racket ever constructed in human history and it requires a fully established formal Royal Commission to undo its massive past, present and ongoing societal massive destructive harms. It is a true utterly fraudulent corporate market enterprise of evil and is a true societal-disease that has been built on money alone for the vast rewards it continually delivers to its fraudulent ghoulish practitioners.

Its monumental impact-volumes of death, illness, suicide, violence and emotional and family destruction upon the hundreds of thousands of its unwilling innocent victims; comes directly from practices of lawfully condoned deliberate pushing of fully discredited highly toxic psychotropic drugs to entrap unknowing victims. And as stealthily as the guaranteed death jaws of the Venus Flytrap; this is deliberately engineered evil.
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These fiendish Ghouls of Death have stealthily, and over decades, prescribed and injected psychotropic toxic blood poisons into unknowing, unsuspecting targeted parasite host-patients, that steadfastly reduce good people to withered shells of their former selves. And these sham would-be bogus-medicos concoct the profoundest dual lie upon their zombified victims after their deliberate initial mind destabilization destruction is wrought with their lethal drugs.

No contemporary comparable natural pandemic disease impacts such as Polio, Ebola or Measles matches this killing potency and its compounding negative destructive forces. And tragically, its architects are the evilest of men and their conspiring women partners in a misery death-trade who unquestioningly practice its continuing evil perpetration, solely for monetary gain. Follow the money; they are all on its wickedest payroll.

It’s deliberately engineered evil design has corporatized organizational arms are deliberately cleverly falsely premised upon existing centuries-old community biomedical models with no scientific factual basis whatsoever to their efficacy and solely based on fraudulent concocted human illness conditions that have no either tested or proven factual pathology whatsoever.

The fraud network is widespread, deliberately falsely copycat clone-structured across the existing biomedical model and deliberately falsely sold-in to the network of government institutional ‘money-powers’ that fund legitimate scientific and biomedical endeavor to heal society.

The evil network is one deliberately cloned from the quack-medicine-men or phony Shaman of past centuries and are easily identified by the same phony unscientific practices; they are truly 21st century ‘Shame-Men’. Their racketing fraud is complete and its fraudulent design covers a highly organized and corporately structured enterprise comprising:

1. A global network of fraudulent self-appointed career perpetrators whose sole purpose is to concoct an enterprise of false medical titles, invent falsified professional standards, train falsely and appoint legions of network recruits to dispense their fully concocted very dangerous and lethal harmful practices.
2. The stealthy penetration of university medical faculty and schools’ bodies and selling-in the fraudulent enterprise of pseudo-disease, false medical practice and concocted titles.
3. Inventing falsified professional treatment standards and hijacking of $multi-million dollar health-department funding bodies to fund these false university condoned scams
4. Massive legions of fraudulent psychiatrists, nurses, academics, and corporation drug producers deceitfully forcing vulnerable victims that have no medical illness to be involved in forced drugs and electro-shock human-experimentation and brutish security goons forcing treatments.
5.
6.
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7. The deceitful contrivance of an evil pseudo-scientific language that fraudulently classifies very normal and very common human emotional anxiety we all naturally have, and falsely labels these reactions to life’s normal emotional pressures as diseases of the brain.

8. The self-appointed writing of an utterly baseless and contrived false medical dictionary of invented and totally concocted false ‘medical-conditions’ fraudulently titled the Diagnostic Statistical Manual (DSM) that has no bio-medical basis whatsoever; and deliberately lists these normal life troubles as a pathological pseudo-physical condition.

9. Development of a horrendous range of lethal psychotropic toxins it injects and orally forces into vulnerable targeted host-patients as the deliberate Hyper-Parasitoid human leech it is.

The triple lie is that the targeted host-patient is kept fully uninformed that the massive weakening of the patient that is directly caused by the potent toxic substances they are being unknowingly subjected to. And the embedded lie that they suffer an underlying medically proven mental health illness and that psychiatrists pushing the lethal drug toxins have the cure.

The resulting profound consequential illness comes solely from these organized psychiatrist criminal’s evil perpetration itself; deliberately fabricated as bogus bio-medical treatment.

As profoundly shadowy as this fiendish practice evil is, tragically it is wholly overshadowed by the most sinister fact that these Ghouls of Death themselves, actually deliberately disable their vulnerable, unknowing victims; in every case.

And there is a more truly sinister side to these ghouls of death, their unfettered rampage in nursing homes show’s they can dispense Hyper-Parasitoid lethal psychotropic toxins on any victims with no challenge to their unimpeded dictatorial authority. The horror of this designed-in death cult is 783,000 people in the U.S. alone die every year as a result of conventional medicine, which is more than 26,100 percent more than the number who died on 9/11.

It is a profound indictment upon themselves that their truly evil practice actually causes the initial and lifelong disability upon which these Ghouls of Death remunerate themselves by; and under utterly unethical fraudulent treatments. It is true human upon human parasitism of the vilest kind imaginable. It is the evilest of barbaric forms of mind slavery that humanity can stoop to in pursuit of money.

In fact it has its pandemic, now globally infected origins in the Nazi regime itself, and its most evil practices originally designed by the Nazi government conceived, birthed and grown government psychopath killer Joseph Mengele, ‘The Angel of Death’.
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And the vilest of all evil is that the new victims of its malevolent architects are themselves fully manufactured by these psychiatrist ghouls of death. It is deliberate destruction and misery and they have also massively unethically infected its evil across all our legal and medical institutions whose job it is to protect us. The historical original regimes of these deliberate social persecutions, were directed against all members of ‘targeted-type’ families, including Gypsies; without concern for age, homeless, orphaned, children and vulnerable; and people let go by society.

It’s same evil architects then and now fraudulently manufacture these good vulnerable people’s bogus-condition, label and isolate and marginalize them, categorise them as beyond cure for life; drug and torture them to then institutionalise them in living hospital death camps. Their plight is organised and systematic.

Today’s Doctors of Death use the identical regime process of corruption, use their own concocted laws heinously designed by their own practitioners and PEAK bodies infecting and lobbying government for financial gain and salary.

The ‘psychiatrist-pandemic’ is not ‘out of control’, it is ‘in control’. It is a deliberate killer.

I am standing as a 2019 Independent Victoria Senate Candidate with a ‘Criminal Psychiatric Practices’ Private Senator’s Bill’ platform to bring justice to this evil in-control killing system.

The Private Senator’s Criminal Psychiatric Practices Bill will implement an immediate Royal Commission into the entire Australian mental health practices of all psychiatrists in Australia. This bill will force all psychiatrists to immediately produce information to the public on what suicide, homicide and lethal harm rates there are occurring to patients under and within their practices.

It is now a matter of public record that highly toxic psychotropic drugs are having a massive destructive, lethal impact upon patients to the extent that these toxic poisons are 'stated-officially' as the third largest killer of people after cancer and heart attack. They are arguably the largest killer because heart disease and cancers arise directly from these horrific highly toxic injected/prescribed/peddled psychotropics.

The Royal Commission will also compel all psychiatrists to produce full details of all direct effects on patients taking these highly toxic psychotropic drugs under enforced and voluntary treatments.

In addition to suicides and early death caused directly by psychiatrists, there is a suspected deliberately hidden 'pandemic-level' of neuroleptic-induced Tardive Dyskinesia directly caused by widespread psychiatric negligence and malpractice.
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The bill will also seek to amend all privacy laws so that no Psychiatrist can ever declare any of the heinous treatments or discussions or alleged incidents they falsely claim with legal impunity are 'privileged'. All files will be available to all patients with NO exceptions.

Glenn Floyd
Garth Daniels Family Advocate AND 2019 Australian Senate Candidate (Victoria Independent).
STANDING WITH A ‘CRIMINAL PSYCHIATRIC PRACTICES PRIVATE SENATOR’s BILL’
See: The CRIMINAL PSYCHIATRIATRIC PRACTICES ACT www.glennfloyd.org/CPPAA.pdf
See: The CLEAN-BLOOD ACT www.glennfloyd.org/CLEAN.pdf
See: The Lethal Psychiatrist Oratory www.glennfloyd.org/oratory.pdf
See: Doctors of Death in Australia www.glennfloyd.org/oped.pdf
See: Manslaughter in Melbourne www.glennfloyd.org/manslaughter.pdf
See: The Lethal Psychiatry Deaths www.glennfloyd.org/STATS.pdf

End-Notes Definitions: - ‘ParasiteTryst’ and ‘Psychiatrist’
- Any practitioner pushing psychotropic toxins as a bio-medical aid or cure to the concocted lie of a ‘mental-illness’ or ‘chemical-imbalance’ in the brain.
- Any practitioner pushing electro shocking of the brain as an aid or cure to the concocted lie of a neurological or bio-medical condition in the brain.

#NB: I AM A POLITICAL JOURNALIST AND HAVE NO MEDICAL QUALIFICATIONS – TAKE NO DRUG REDUCTION ACTIONS WHATSOEVER WITHOUT FULLY TRAINED MEDICAL ADVICE!
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AUSTRALIAN PSYCHIATRISTS ARE ROGUE-BUTCHERING MASS-KILLERS

MINISTER LEY: "Psychiatry is a $60 BILLION BURDEN"!

Psychiatrist Andrea Walker at Prince Charles Hospital Brisbane Queensland
Reported to Federal and State Health Ministers et al for Potential Death-Risks
FAILED ATTEMPT TO BRUTALLY TAKE GUARDIANSHIP: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RmKJ-74NVBc

SEE DEATH-RISK REPORT: www.glennfloyd.org/DEATH.pdf
Garth Daniels’ Case www.glennfloyd.org/BLOODTEST.pdf
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SEE THE BUTAL PSYCHIATRIST VIOLENCE PERPETRATED ON GARTH DANIELS
"Je Suis Garth Daniels"
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RmKJ-7NVBc
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